
Free Apps 

 

Creative, About the world, Mindfulness 

 Cbeebies Get Creative - For drawing, painting, creating sounds and 

imaginative play: 

 

 Cbeebies Go Explore - A few things in this app -Mindfulness, managing 

feelings, the world and different habitats, shape puzzles, people and 

communities, - quite a bit to explore in this app using well known 

cbeebies characters. 

 

 Colouring game – a variety of painting/drawing options including 

number paint. 

 

 Puzzle Kids – Shape and other puzzles with a range of difficulty levels. 

 

 

Maths: 

 Meet the Number Blocks (For numbers 1 to 20 and 1:1 

correspondence in counting) 

 

 Maths Kids – counting, adding and subtraction games and comparing 

numbers. 

 

 123 Numbers – Tracing numbers up to 50 and number recognition to 

20. 

 

 

 

 



Literacy:  

 Meet the Alphablocks (For letters and sounds of the alphabet A to Z) 

 

 Oxford Phonics World - level 1 - The alphabet, Level 2 - Short Vowels. 

The lessons are repetitive in style. There is a watch with me/tap the 

sound format for each sound.  

 

 ABC Kids -  tracing letter formation (start with lower case), balloon 

popping game to recognise alphabet letter names, and a memory 

game.   

 

 Sight words – learning to spell high frequency words, reinforcing these 

with a number of different games building to using the high frequency 

word in a sentence. 

 

 ABC Spelling – a number of spelling games with a range of difficulty 

levels, (spelling by matching letters, fill in the missing letters, blank 

spelling and cvc word games. 

 

 

Not Free, but a good app for phonics, reading and writing  - Pocket Phonics Stories –  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reading – Not an app, but a good place for free reading resources: 

https://home.oxfordowl.co.uk/books/free-ebooks/ 

You need to register and sign in each time you want to use an ebook, but this is all free. The books are tablet and 

computer/laptop friendly. 

This is a good app that steps children through reading and 

sounding out words with the correct sound for each letter, 

you can try it first, if it works for you the cost is £1.49/ 

month or £14.99 annual subscription. It includes letter 

sounds, letter writing, blending words though games and 

reading books. The app also has different levels that 

children can step through as they progress. 


